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Objective

Methods

A qualitative mixed-method approach  
which combined autoethnography of my 
experience entering a new technical 
communication niche and interviews of 
practicing technical communicators on 
what they consider to be essential 
strategies, methods, knowledge, and 
resources for professional development 
in their current role and past experience.

Autoethnography: 

Performed by focused retrospective 
reflection on artifacts, the contexts in 
which they were generated, and 
implications for professional 
development. This was also combined 
with progressive note-taking as research 
and personal prof. dev. continued.

Unstructured Interviews:

Analyzed by keywords and common 
themes contained in each interview to 
identify key categories which 
interviewees considered essential.

Conclusion

Professionals within technical 
communication often make use of the 
same strategies, methods, and 
resources to accomplish professional 
development whether they be new to the 
field or seasoned experts. 

Technical communicators should 
practice or develop the listed categories 
when seeking to orient themselves in a 
new field and accomplish efficient 
professional development.

To explore how technical 
communicators may accomplish 
professional development when entering 
an unfamiliar field or industry and to 
provide them with a framework with 
which to approach professional 
development.
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Discussion
Essential Strategies, Methods, 
Knowledge, and Resources for 
Professional Development  for 
Technical Communicators

Categories that interviewees considered 
to be essential are shown in the left-
hand column below, and the top row 
shows the position title of interviewees.
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Problem

To help accomplish professional development, technical communicators 
should  practice or develop: 

•A combination of technical and interpersonal skillsSoft & Hard Skill Balance

•Bodies of referenceable or reusable text/content (e.g. 
boilerplate)Work Repositories

•Knowledge of personal or professional strengths & weaknessesSelf-Knowledge

•Learning while immersed in unfamiliar context and contentImmersive Learning

•Learning efficiency is gained through mentor relationshipsMentor Relationships

•Professional standards, organizations, and bodies of knowledge

•Personal experience
Referenceable Resources

Technical communicators often enter 
niche fields or industries where they 
must quickly orient themselves to 
accomplish professional development.

Cause-and-Effect Professional Development Process in Tech Comm

Responses in common were identified 
as key findings and when analyzed with 
the results of autoethnography 
generated categories which technical 
communicators should practice or 
develop to accomplish professional 
development.

For example, efficiency generated by the 
mentor relationship was a key finding of 
autoethnography but was also found to 
be essential in interviews.


